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Abstract
Few have the power to create crowd markets. Existing marketplaces may thus not embody workers’ or requesters’ needs. In this paper, we imagine a future where anyone could create the crowd markets they desire. We study the characteristics of the markets that 40 workers and 40 requesters from Amazon Mechanical Turk propose. We uncover that workers pushed for marketplaces that either empowered workers to set their own salaries without requiring a minimum wage or had intelligent algorithms that could automatically decide the salaries while also ensuring everyone received a minimum wage. Requesters were consistent in their preference of paying by commission and preferred markets that automatically set the salary. Both workers and requesters advocated for mechanisms to ensure quality and flexible time schedules in the market. We conclude by discussing design implications from our findings.
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1 Introduction
Most crowd markets, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, Task Rabbit, or Upwork, are owned and defined by a small group of individuals [2]. Workers and requesters typically have little agency in deciding or changing the characteristics of the marketplaces where they work, let alone working to define what types of crowd markets exist – in terms of the markets’ functionality or the type of work and professions supported or facilitated on these platforms [21]. This generates asymmetrical labor relationships, as those with the power to design the market might not have the workers’ best interest in mind or even understand them [15][32][41]. Therefore, even if current crowd markets might have demonstrated strong potential to bring new work opportunities [30], they might not address the needs of all involved actors.

Additionally, it is unclear what types of marketplaces workers or requesters would define for themselves if given the opportunity. Would their visions be constrained to modifying the marketplaces they already know? What would the core differences be between the markets that workers and requesters want to construct? Understanding this can help design the next generation of crowd markets, as we will be able to better identify what matters to the different stakeholders, better consider their stakes in the design, and better support all stakeholders of the system.

In this paper we imagine a future where anyone can have the tools to create any market with the characteristics that they desire, e.g., we envision platforms that allow anyone to simply manipulate a set of parameters and create a marketplace that adheres to the characteristics and aspects that they define. This would be similar to the set of WordPress tools that allow anyone to set up and create their desired online stores [5] which lowered the bar of entry to selling wares online, we imagine a future where any worker or requester is empowered to define their own marketplace and lower the bar to selling labor online. In this paper, we present our investigation of the types of markets that workers and requesters propose given these capabilities. We work specifically with workers and requesters recruited from one of the most popular crowd markets, Amazon Mechanical Turk [3]. We focus on the following research question:

• What type of crowd markets do workers and requesters propose, and how are they similar/different?

To address this question, we built META-GIG, a crowd marketplace definition tool we implemented as a web platform. We use META-GIG as a design probe to indirectly question workers and requesters about what they currently lack in crowd markets. META-GIG uncovers the type of marketplace that workers and requesters envision by let them configure settings related to hireability, wage, reputation, and work schedule. Previous work [31][34][46] has identified these features as key variables to define different types of online markets and their work dynamics. We recruited 40 workers and 40 requesters to define their own crowd markets in META-GIG.

In this paper we make two contributions, we outline: (1) the type of crowd markets that workers and requesters envision and the specific needs they uncover; (2) implications for the design of future crowd marketplaces.
2 Related Work

Crowdsourcing marketplaces such as Mechanical Turk and Upwork have created opportunities for workers and requesters to generate income and get work done. However, there are multiple areas where challenges still exist and have not been addressed properly. Previous research has found challenges in areas such as wages and quality of work. Requesters are often surprised by low-quality results [33], and workers often receive negative feedback or no pay for their time spent searching for tasks [28]. This produces a downward spiral whereby workers feel justified in producing lower quality work and requesters drive down wages [31]. Previous work has demonstrated that by providing immediate feedback to workers, they produced better overall work and revised their work more carefully [20].

Another challenge area is reputation. Even though crowdsourcing platforms suffer from low-quality work and unfair rejections, paradoxically, most workers and requesters have high reputation scores [33]. This is partly due to misaligned incentives between requesters and workers [26]. Reputation is important as it can have serious financial consequences, motivating people to manipulate systems for their own benefit, such as monetary rewards [34]. Past research has tried to improve trust in crowdsourcing through upstream fixes, such as proposing that crowd workers who collectively certify each other’s quality through double-blind peer assessment [51].

Location and privacy is another issue, as it has been proposed that platforms should disclose enough information to be trusted as a source of worker quality while also maintaining his privacy [10]. Previous work has documented that greater transparency may be helpful in markets such as eBay and Amazon, but such mechanisms must be carefully managed to avoid abuse [17], but little we know about the privacy concerns of workers and requesters.

Work schedule and Hireability, especially related to synchronous or asynchronous collaboration is a major issue for online marketplaces [34]. The challenge relates to the availability of workers and the possibility of orchestrating on-demand crowds [46]. Retelny et al. developed a crowdsourcing platform to handle complex tasks which opened the door to a range of higher-level workflows that can assume expert knowledge: However, it was tested with self-managing teams and not with teams led by project managers.

Previous research has highlighted the necessity of conceptualizing and prototyping new forms of crowd work that are common today and propose future directions [34]. With this research, we aim to lead the path to the design principles that will form the foundation of future crowd work marketplaces. By using the feedback obtained from market participants, we shed a light into the motivations and aims of both parts to design more equitable marketplaces that can tackle the needs of workers and requesters.

3 Meta-Gig

META-GIG is a platform that allows anyone to define their own crowd market. To establish the rules of how their marketplace will function, META-GIG guides people to configure the different features of their crowd market (e.g., the wages).

To elicit information on how the user imagines her marketplace, i.e., how she wants to configure the different features, META-GIG uses a series of questions, including both open-ended and multiple-choice questions. Figure 1 presents META-GIG’s interface for eliciting information from users. The interface consists of two main areas:

1) Basic information. In this step, people establish the basic information about their crowd market, such as its name and a textual description specifying the type of work that will get done on the platform, type of workers and requesters who will participate (e.g., “a crowd market for providing real time psychological support to US Veterans. Workers are psychologists trained in PTSD, who can provide psychological support. Requesters are US veterans”).

2) Crowd market settings. Here, people configure different features of their crowd market to establish its rules. In specific, people focused on configuring how the following four features would look like in their marketplace, which prior research identified as key to establish the crowd market’s rules [24]. Notice that users configured the four different features following standards from prior work [38]. Details on the specific features and how users could configure them is presented in Table 1 and in the following:

(1) Hireability: Who works on the market? Are they specialists? are they local or remote workers? People configure here the occupations (profile) of the type of workers they looked to hire. Users provide this information via an open-ended question where they provide a textual description of their desired workers. Users also specified whether they expected the workers to work remotely, locally, or both. Users configured this latter parameter via a multiple-choice question.

(2) Wages: Who establishes the wages and what type of wages exist? Here, users first configure who sets the wages on their crowd marketplace by completing a multiple-choice question where they select either: “workers,” “requesters,” or “the platform (i.e., an algorithm),” as the entity that will establish the salaries on their market. Next, users select the type of earnings that would exist on their platform. People again complete a multiple-choice question where they select whether they want to have “a minimum wage”, “minimum wage plus the earning obtained in the platform”, or “only the earnings obtained on the platform”.

(3) Reputation: How is the reputation of workers and requesters established? What mechanisms to set a person’s reputation exist? Can everyone view others’ reputation? Users first configure via a binary question whether the reputation of a particular actor...
(workers or requesters) is “visible” or “not visible” to others on the market. Next, users establish also via a binary question whether background checks (screenings) exist for workers or requesters who want to join the market. Finally, users also set via a binary question whether people’s reputation is affected by the interactions or work they produce on the market.

(4) Work Schedule: Who establishes the work schedule on the crowd market? Users select here via a multiple-choice question whether “workers,” “requesters,” or “the platform (i.e., an algorithm)” set the work schedule on the marketplace.

Table 1. Overview of the crowd market features that users could configure. Parameter denotes the different aspects of the feature that users could set. Type corresponds to how users were asked to configure each specific parameter of a feature. Description provides an overview of each feature and the parameters people could configure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hireability</td>
<td>Worker occupation</td>
<td>Open-ended</td>
<td>Coded as “Specialized” or “Not Specialized” (ISCO08 catalog)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worker presence</td>
<td>Multiplechoice</td>
<td>Remote or Local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage</td>
<td>Type of Earnings</td>
<td>Multiple choice</td>
<td>“Include minimum wage” or “Not include minimum wage”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary set by</td>
<td></td>
<td>Multiplechoice</td>
<td>“Workers” or “Requesters” or “by the Platform”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation</td>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Visible for Workers and/or Requesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Background checks for Workers and/or Requesters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work affects Reputation</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Work or interactions on crowd market affects reputation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Schedule</td>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Multiplechoice</td>
<td>Set by Requester, or Worker, or Platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Method

We recruited 40 workers (19 women and 21 men) and 40 requesters (22 women and 18 men) with varying experience on Amazon Mechanical Turk, one of the most popular and largest crowd markets [44]. The ages of the participants ranged from 18 to 58 years old. The population of 40 requesters included professionals and academic requesters, with a skew toward academics. The 40 workers meet the requirements of having completed more than 500 Human Intelligence Tasks (HIT) and an acceptance rate higher than 95%. The study lasted roughly an hour, so we paid workers $9 USD in line with current ethical standards on Mechanical Turk [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>W (%)</th>
<th>R (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hireability</td>
<td>Specialized Occupation</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work Locally</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage</td>
<td>No Minimum wage</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Platform sets salary</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reputation</td>
<td>Screen workers</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Screen requesters</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Show worker reputation</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Show requester reputation</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work affects Reputation</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work schedule</td>
<td>Set by worker</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set by requester</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Set by platform</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants were told to use META-GIG to create a crowd market defined in their own terms. We had participants first provide a short description of the crowd market they envisioned, specifying the type of labor workers would do, and how requesters and workers would operate on their platform. Next, participants configured via META-GIG’s interface how hireability, wages, reputation, and work schedule would function on their markets.

We used Upwork to hire 3 English-speaking college-educated individuals to categorize all proposed occupations in the crowd markets ideas according to the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO08) [43]. First, we asked two coders to categorize each of the 80 proposed crowd market ideas into one of the occupations (the “most relevant” one). For each crowd market they categorized, coders read the description of the crowd market and saw an overview of the configured parameters. We had a Cohen’s kappa of .82. We then asked the third coder to label the crowd market ideas upon which the first two coders had disagreed. We used a “majority rule” approach to determine the theme for these crowd market ideas.

For each of these four features, we measured how much workers and requesters configured each feature in a particular way. We grouped crowd markets with similar feature configurations. For each feature and for each of its groups, we read through the textual
descriptions of the markets in the group. This helped us to further understand why people might have configured a feature in a specific form. Table 2 presents the most common ways workers and requesters configured each of the four features. Next, we present details of how workers and requesters set each of these four features for their crowd markets.

4.2 Results

**Hireability.** From Table 2 we note that both workers and requesters envisioned in their marketplaces to primarily hire specialized professions (specialized according to ISCO08 standards), and also mainly hire locals. We defined as “Not specialized” occupations the ideas based on goods where the workers basically offer their belongings, or the worker role fit into the “Elementary occupations” category. The rest of the occupations were defined as “Specialized”.

![Figure 2. Overview of how workers and requesters configured the Hireability feature in their crowd markets.](image)

However, when we dig deeper and study exactly how these two parameters were jointly configured (see Fig. 2), we note that both workers and requesters tended to establish markets where specialists would be hired to work remotely, and non-specialists were hired for local jobs.

Additionally, while from Fig. 2 it might appear that workers and requesters envisioned hiring specialists and non-specialists for similar purposes, we identified differences in the professions they established they would hire. Requesters tended to imagine scenarios where they hired a larger variety of occupations. Collectively, requesters imagined crowd markets that incorporated 8 of the 10 professions listed in the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO08), whereas workers only considered 6.

Workers tended to propose hiring professionals who operated within offices, such as lawyers or managers.

“...I would like to create a service that will pair people who need financial assistance with finance experts ...” (Participant #23, female, 38 years old)

Requesters, in contrast, imagined their crowd markets would hire individuals who operated from a variety of spaces. Some requesters, e.g., proposed markets that would hire workers specializing in agricultural and who operated within ranches.

“...The platform connects local farmers with people who want to buy locally and sustainable ...” (Participant #17, male, 26 years old)

Another requester imagined hiring workers who operated from hospitals:

“...The platform connects people who need the service (patients) with people who can offer it (nurse) ...” (Participant #2, female, 45 years old)

**Wages.** From Table 2 we observe that both workers (55%) and requesters (65%) primarily envisioned crowd markets where a minimum wage did not exist and pushed for marketplaces where wages were set by the platform (i.e., by an algorithm).

However, when we dig deeper (see Fig.3), we note that in settings where a minimum wage was nonexistent, workers and requesters actually differed in “who” should determine workers’ salary. In this setting, workers (33%) primarily proposed crowd markets where the workers themselves had the agency to set their own wages. While a large number of requesters (25%) did also push for this setting, an equal number also envisioned the wages would be algorithmically set by the platform. Here, requesters appeared to believe algorithms were the best way to ensure fairness:

“...[I envision my crowd market will] employ artisans or people who make handicrafts in our country [...] We need algorithms to control the prices of their labor, if not their crafts are often sold on public roads too cheaply or subject to haggling...” (Participant #22, female, 40 years old)

![Figure 3. Overview of how workers and requesters configured the Salary (Wages) feature in their crowd markets.](image)

From Fig. 3 we also realize that when workers and requesters set a minimum wage, they primarily envisioned an algorithm to define the wages and not a human.

Interestingly, both workers (5.9%) and requesters (6.5%) rarely proposed crowd markets where requesters had to set the salary (i.e bidding). What they did envision were crowd markets where salaries simply did not need to be established because the markets only had volunteer work. However, there was a tendency where requesters and workers would exchange goods between each other (even if a formal salary did not exist). An example of such type of marketplace:

“...I would like to create a service that pairs people who need financial aid with those who are financially well off and willing to give free advice on finance. The people who are not financially secure will get the chance to learn how to pay bills without worry. The people volunteering financial advice in exchange will receive receipts from the people they helped so they can deduct this from their taxes. I think also that financially well-off folks would enjoy being able to teach others...” (Participant #23, female, 38 years old)

From Fig. 3, we observe that markets focused on volunteer work where even more popular for both workers (15%) and requesters (23%) than crowd markets with a minimum wage set by workers.
Reputation. From Table 2 and Fig. 4 we note that in general, workers (82%) and requesters (75%) wanted to screen workers (i.e., they planned to do background checks to investigate their workers’ past reputation). Workers and requesters differed slightly (only by 5%) on whether requesters should be screened. In general, over 40% of our participants planned to check anyone participating in their marketplace.

From Table 2, we also see that over 70% of workers and requesters envisioned markets where everyone’s reputation was displayed. This is surprising considering that Amazon Mechanical Turk only showcases workers’ reputation [45]. We also note that most workers and requesters wanted reputation to be affected by the work or interactions within the crowd market.

Work Schedule. From Table 2 and Fig. 5 we observe that workers (40%) and requesters (48%) pushed for crowd markets where requesters set the work schedule. However, an equal number of workers (40%) also envisioned crowd markets where workers themselves controlled the work schedule. In these cases, their crowd markets focused more on providing services that could revolve around workers’ time flexibility.

“...The workers are skilled tradesmen working in their spare time ...” (Participant #10, male, 57 years old)

Very few workers and requesters opted for crowd markets where the platform determined the work schedule. In the few cases where they did, both workers and requesters tended to propose crowd markets that delivered real-time services that focused on requesters’ needs.

“...My crowd market would provide real-time emergency psychological care for people who are depressed and suicidal. The platform in real time would connect depressed individuals with nurses and psychologists who would help diagnose and treat them instantly to avoid tragic ends ...” (Participant #16, male, 24 years old)

5 Discussion

We built META-GIG as a design probe to indirectly question workers and requesters about what they currently lack in crowd markets. In this section, we will discuss some of the needs we identified through our study. We also make an effort to highlight the patterns we observed from the interactions of workers and requesters with META-GIG. We aim to provide relevant insights for designing future crowd markets, as well as tools that enable anyone to create their own crowd marketplace.

Hireability Needs. Most workers and requesters in our study envisioned hiring specialized workers. But, from where would these specialized workers come from?

Experts, in general, are rare [4]. While online work is on the rise [25], most experts are still not on crowd markets [9]. There is, therefore, opportunity in enabling marketplaces that facilitate expert participation [46]. Previous work had showcased that experts were more likely to complete crowd work if presented as micro-tasks. Future work might, therefore, look to develop more mechanisms [49][11] that break down specialized tasks into micro-work where experts could complete as a side job. This might facilitate the insertion of more specialists into crowd markets, especially as experts would not need to leave their traditional jobs to participate.

We believe there is also opportunity in designing skill ladders on crowd markets through which any worker could one day become a specialist and hence also start to address the current lack of experts. While previous work [7][19], has started to study skill development within crowd markets, most approaches have relied on experts to educate novice crowd workers. There are opportunities in creating trainings through which workers can develop themselves without specialists [19][12]. This might also facilitate the long-term sustainability of crowd markets (as having to constantly recruit external experts would no longer be needed, and a larger number of workers might be able to access the training).

Future work might also look at enabling skill development while on the job to allow crowd workers to continue making money while training and developing themselves. This can be especially important considering that a great number of crowd workers make below minimum wage [28].

The least common crowd market where workers and requesters envisioned were markets with low-skilled remote labor, which is similar to what AMT currently offers. This is an interesting finding as it might suggest that in a near future not specialized individuals might have difficulties finding online work (as people might be more interested in pushing for specialized crowd labor). This further highlights the importance of enabling mechanisms through which workers can develop themselves and become specialists.

Our study also highlighted that both requesters and workers pushed for crowd markets that operated with locals. We believe there is opportunity in crowd market creation tools that can guide the creators of a market on the geographical locations where they might find the local workers they need. There might also be advantages for tools that can inform workers of the geographical locations where they are most likely to find their desired crowd work opportunities.

Wage Needs. Previous work has identified that crowd markets tend to operate with unfair wages [22], sometimes even with salaries that are far below minimum wage [28]. Our study revealed some interesting findings related to this point. Despite the prevalent low salaries in crowd markets, most workers (55%) did not push to have a minimum wage on their marketplaces but instead pushed to...
have more agency over their own salary. Requesters similarly also tended to avoid crowd markets with a minimum wage (73% envisioned alternative options). This result might suggest that future marketplaces seeking to impose a minimum wage might have some resistance from stakeholders.

We believe there are opportunities in crowd market creation tools that can create awareness among users about the decisions they are making for their markets. For instance, while some might believe that giving workers agency over their own salary can lead to better wages, research [50] has shown that individuals usually cannot ensure fair wages. Similarly, keeping low salaries can lead to having fewer individuals (especially qualified ones) willing to work on a platform [47]. For people pushing a minimum wage, it might similarly help to inform them that they will need to clearly define the conditions and the price models of their markets to make them viable [37]; especially as extra tariffs would need to be imposed to ensure that everyone receives a fair salary [1]. Here it might also help to communicate that ensuring a minimum wage can be difficult when the salary is based on supply and demand [6], as occurs in most crowd markets [29]; and having a minimum wage can result in overpriced services [23].

Almost 25% of the crowd markets that requesters proposed involved volunteer work (for workers this was 15%, being the 3rd most common type of market that workers proposed). This result is surprising considering that the most well known crowd markets are usually commercial ones where workers receive a salary [40]. Volunteer-based crowd markets are more rare [18]. We believe there is value in further understanding the dynamics behind these volunteer-based crowd markets that people want to create. For what type of work do people want volunteer based crowd markets? How are people planning to motivate the long-term participation of volunteers on their platforms? We believe there is value in integrating prior social computing research [36] on motivating volunteers in online communities to now guide new crowd market creators on how to ensure their sustainability.

Reputation Needs. Our study revealed that the majority of workers and requesters sought to screen anyone they let on their platform as well as display their reputation on the site. We believe this result speaks about the need for trust that is currently lacking in crowd markets [35]. Previous research has highlighted how requesters do not trust workers to complete their tasks well; and workers do not trust requesters to pay them fairly [26, 27]. Our results are interesting because they hint that workers and requesters not only do not trust the other party, they also do not trust others like them and hence opt to screen everyone and display everyone’s reputation. Similar to the minimum wage discussion, we believe there is value in tools that can inform market creators about the possible consequences and impact that screening and displaying everyone’s reputation can have on their crowd markets, especially in terms of how it might facilitate or hinder diversity inclusion, platform sustainability and personal development of participants.

Future work might explore a more efficient way to score workers and requesters. As mentioned before, crowd markets’ users are looking to share their background in order to build a more trustworthy community. If the reputation score systems are improved, we might stop needing this user screening in a long term in order to trust workers and requesters. One possible solution is to develop an algorithm that give preference connecting workers and requesters that have highly scored the other. On the other hand, if a requester poorly score the work of a worker, the algorithm will try to avoid as much as possible future interaction between them. This way, users will be motivated to properly score others based on future work exchanges. However, not every crowd market is suited for this user score system, therefore this will be a interesting work to do in the future.

Work Schedule Needs. In our study, both workers and requesters appeared more flexible to the work schedules defined by humans than of algorithms (i.e., platforms). Workers proposed an equal percentage of crowd markets (40%) that adapted to either the schedule of workers’ or requesters’. While most requesters (48%) did proposed crowd markets that revolved around their own schedule; an almost equal number (40%) also pushed for markets that functioned around workers’ schedule. Schedules focused on platform needs were rarer (only around 20%). This is important to consider when we design future crowd markets. Current marketplaces mainly focus on providing immediate services whose timing is defined by a platform [16]. However, this might not be the most important priority for stakeholders.

We believe it is important to invest in the development of technologies that can conciliate “work completion times” either by the schedules of workers or of requesters given that complex scenarios can emerge depending on the chosen settings. For instance, for a task that a requester scheduled to be finished at midnight, who are the workers that should be invited to complete the work? Should it just follow a first come-first serve dynamic? Should the platform favor workers that are known to make those midnight deadlines? When should the requester be informed that the work is finished? (at the deadline he set, or once the work is done?).

It can also be important to help users be aware of when it is viable to use certain scheduling settings. For instance, a crowd market with a limited number of workers will need first to depend on its workers’ availability. But, once its worker base increments it might be able to provide immediate services defined by an algorithm.

Future work might look to develop systems that better guide users to identify and recommend task scheduling mechanisms to optimize work schedules according to task duration, workers’ availability, and requesters’ urgency. This can also be important for helping workers and requesters to establish fair wages. It is also important for future work to consider enabling mechanisms to handle late work delivery, schedule disputes, and even mechanisms to prevent requesters in assigning unrealistic due dates in a crowd market [14].

The Future of Crowd Market Creation Tools. Through META-GIG, we are empowering less tech-savvy individuals to create the crowd markets they imagine. However, this can also lead to the implementation of design decisions that might not be the best and could bring inadequate labor conditions [39]. Such as creating screening processes that discriminate against minorities or force workers into low paying wages. As mentioned previously, we believe there is value in tools that can inform market creators of the impact their design decisions might have on workers and requesters based on the literature. It might also help to share best practices related to crowd market design.

Another of the main challenges that emerge with crowd market creation tools is ensuring that the markets that are created follow state or country-wise regulations associated with each niche of work [13]. These regulations might range from ensuring that certain salary conditions are met or that users’ privacy is maintained (e.g., it might not be possible to share certain reputation information with third parties). Taxation is another risk that if handled improperly can result in legal problems for the crowd market. Businesses generally hire third-party companies to pay their taxes to ensure they follow all regulations across the different geographical locations where they operate [42]. Having third parties handle their
taxes can be especially beneficial when working across regions where it can be difficult to understand all the policies that are in place. We believe there is value in tools that can inform new market creators about common practices to handle taxes and policy regulations across regions. Crowd-powered advice tools might be useful as there might be certain “tricks” that others have identified [8]. We also believe there is value in investigating tools that can inform users about the consequences of each of the settings they established in their crowd markets in regard to local regulations. In specific, we believe that tools that can inform users of how much effort is needed to scale their particular crowd markets to meet current regulations could be beneficial for end users.

Tools like META-GIG might help people to set up their own platforms, guiding users though the configuration process giving in-place advice over each feature, and make them aware of the impact of each decision over each stakeholder.

Future work can also explore how groups of workers and requesters (e.g., in unions) utilize tools such as Meta-GIG to collectively define the rules of their desired marketplace. Here we believe there is value in studying interfaces that can collectively help stakeholders decide how they want to configure their market: what exactly is each party willing to compromise? What does each party get to decide? Future work can also study their long-term sustainability.

5.1 Limitations
The insights from this work are limited by the methodology and population we studied. While our deployment allowed us to start understanding how workers and requesters interacted with systems like META-GIG, we cannot extrapolate to people unfamiliar with crowd markets when this approach gains popularity and is widely used. In such case, it might be relevant for future related systems to use our findings as a starting point for their explorations. Additionally, while we recruited real world workers and requesters, and all provided real-world project ideas, our results might not yet generalize to populations at large. Further analysis is also needed to understand how crowd market creation tools that leverage real workers could help to improve current working conditions. Experiments that compare the type of crowd markets that people generate when exposed to certain interfaces would help quantify more broadly the effect of including certain features and parameters in the crowd market ideas that people define. Future experiments that control local or remote based initiatives could be conducted to further understand what type of platform and parameters might facilitate adoption and promotes an improvement of actual models.

The goal of this paper was to shed light on what challenges and opportunities this type of platforms will face when people have governance of crowd markets. Future work could conduct longitudinal studies and engage in in-depth interviews with the different stakeholders to understand their motivations and perspectives of these type of systems and approaches. Future work could also explore how stakeholders react and benefit from the interaction of deployed crowd markets implemented after using META-GIG. As well as their overall impressions of such technology. Some interesting questions for future work to explore with the different stakeholders are: what are their main concerns when they start operating their crowd markets? What kind of guidance can help stakeholders to be more confident of what they are building? Do working conditions improve in some measurable way?

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce META-GIG, a tool that enables crowd market stakeholders to define their own crowd market ideas. We described our approach in designing META-GIG and shared the lessons that we learned from deploying it with 40 crowd workers and 40 requesters. We focused on identifying design considerations for other crowd market designers building general-purpose platforms. As for META-GIG, future work will focus on the following features: exploring the implementation of the discovered features (e.g. payment, reputation, etc.), better handling of different types of ideas, and further focused on the stakeholders interests.
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